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Abstract
The study explores how Arabic has the same conflation pattern characteristics as English even though it belongs
to Verb-framed Languages. A focused-group approach is used to evaluate the effect of the first language (L1)
and the potential role of proficiency in the acquisition of the English directional preposition ‘to’ with
manner-of-motion to goal construction. One group consists of Saudi speakers at two levels of development; an
intermediate and advanced proficiency levels; whereas, the second group (control group) comprises of English
native speakers. Acceptability Judgment Task associated with video animation clips is designed to elicit
participants’ judgments in the depicted event. Results indicated that the intermediate Saudi speakers accept the
directional preposition ‘to’ with and without boundary-crossing event, as is the case of their L1, which was
opposite for the advanced and native English speakers for the without boundary-crossing event. The advanced
Saudi speakers accept the constructions of encoding the manner with the motion and expressing the manner as
the complement depicting an appropriate description of the event, reflecting L1 influence. All the group’s
judgment varies based on the acceptance to conflate the manner with the motion overexpressing manner as a
complement in an event without boundary-crossing.
Keywords: boundary crossing, conflation, manner, motion, satellite-framed language, verb-framed language
1. Introduction
The motion concept is universally acknowledged across all languages around the world based on its
pervasiveness in the daily lives (Blackledge & Creese, 2017). Pavlenko and Volynsky (2015) state that the
motion expression differs among languages. In the Second Language Acquisition (SLA), the acquisition of
argument structures has been widely recognized, particularly in the area of the acquisition of manner-of-motion
to goal constructions (Rothman & Slabakova, 2018). Talmy (1985) has intrigued the interest of researchers who
investigated the realization of English manner-of-motion to goal constructions by different first language
learners (L1s) (Cadierno & Ruis, 2006; Brown & Gullberg, 2010; Chen, 2005; Choi & Lantolf, 2008; Donoso &
Bylund, 2015; Römer, O’Donnell, & Ellis, 2014; Vergaro & Iacobini, 2014). Talmy’s lexicalization (word
making process for expressing a concept) of the semantic primitives (concepts that are innately understood and
cannot be expressed in simpler terms) in the motion event yields to cross-linguistic variation in the conflation
(i.e., merging of information, texts, opinions, ideas, and more sets) of these primitives in the main verb. His work
classifies the languages into Verb-framed languages, such as Spanish, Turkish and Semitic languages, which
include Arabic and Hebrew and Satellite-framed languages, i.e., English and German (Note 1) topic.
Considering the manner verbs, Albaqami (2016) cited Slobin’s (1996) study and highlighted two-tiered lexicon
manner-of-motion verbs; where one exists in a routine task, i.e., jump, walk, fly, run and more. Whereas, the
second one is more specific and expressive such as walking can be expressed specifically with words like
wander, stroll and which for running can be jog. Concerning the second language learners, Lardiere (2009) has
articulated that the L2 complete acquisition is based on their reassemble of the L1 features into their L2.
Based on Talmy’s typology, the core characteristic of Verb-farmed languages is to encode the path with the
motion, such as the following Spanish example in (1) from Slobin (1997).
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(1) Salí por la pueerta de la cocinna
Exit by the dooor of the kitchhen
‘‘I exited the kiitchen door.’
For exampple (1), the verrb Salí ‘exit’ hhas path conflaation with the m
motion. Howeever, the manner is deleted or can
be expresssed as a compleement, as in exxample (2) (Chhen & Gue, 20009):
(2) Salí por la Pueerta de la cocinna corriendo
Exit by the dooor of the kitchhen running
‘I exited the kitchen door, ruunning.’
Verb-fram
med-languages, such as Spannish and Koreaan, disallow thhe co-occurrennce of the mannner verbs with the
prepositionn phrases (PPss) to yield a dirrectional interppretation to thee goal. It is illuustrated in the following exa
ample
from Son ((2007):
(3) a. Juan??corriio/*anduvo/*gaateco a la tiendda (Spanish)
Juan ran/ walkked/ crawled too the store
‘Juan ran/walkked/crawled/crrawled to the sstore.’
bb. Mary-ka kaakey-ey ttwi-/ kkel- / ki-ess-ts (Korean)
Mary-NOM sttore-LOC run// walk/ craw-PA
AST-DC
‘Mary ran/ waalked/ crawled to the store’
Beavers, L
Levin and Thaam (2010) expplain that Frennch à, Spanishh a and Japannese -ni are offten glossed ass ‘to’
because off these preposiitions co-occurrrence with the path verbs. H
However, the rresearcher beliieved that it sh
hould
be glossedd as ‘at’ becauuse of their loocative meaninng when used with non-mottion verbs. Thhey argue that even
though theese prepositionns exist with m
manner-of-mootion verbs, theey do not givee rise to goal interpretation.. The
conflation (i.e., semanticc primitives poossible combinnations into a single word) eencodes the paath with the motion
in Verb-fraamed languagees as proposedd by Talmy sem
mantically in F
Figure 1.

Figure 1. The conflattion of the pathh with the motiion in Verb-fraamed languagees
anner
Aske (19889) and Slobinn and Hoiting (1994) suggest that speakeers of Verb-fraamed languagees conflate ma
with motioon when an acttivity is being conveyed runnning toward a house or strollling in the Park. However, when
w
it comes too cross the bouundary, path vverbs are used, such as enterr, exit, across ffor expressing boundary-crossing
(Özçalişkaan, 2013, p. 2). Concerning S
Satellite-frameed languages, T
Talmy assumees that motion and manner ca
an be
encoded w
within the samee verb root. Hoowever, the paath is usually expressed via a ‘satellite’ parrticle or prepossition,
such as.
(4) a. John ran intto the house
bb. Mary walkeed to school
Example ((4) shows the manner
m
and m
motion conflatioon in the mainn verb for path expression in PPs for directtional
interpretattion. However, English allow
ws encoding tthe path with the motion, suuch as I exitedd the kitchen door,
d
running. N
Nevertheless, it
i is preferablee to say I ran out of the kitcchen door by English speakkers (Chen & Gue,
2009, p. 1750). As per Aske’s (1989))’s and Croft eet al. (2010), tthis is becausee path verbs, ssuch as enter, exit,
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ascend aree borrowed froom romance languages. Levvin and Rappaaport Hovav (22015) share a similar view as in
‘[a]lthoughh English mayy lexicalize thee path in the vverb, most of itts path verbs aare of Latinatee or other Rom
mance
origins (e.g., arrive, asccend, enter), annd directed m
motion event deescriptions witth such verbs are taken to re
eflect
Romance iinfluence (Talm
my, 2000, pp. 52–53, Wienoold, 1995, 323––325)’. Figuree 2 represents T
Talmy’s schem
ma of
encoding tthe manner witth the motion iin Satellite-fraamed languagees.

Figure 2. The
T conflationn of the mannerr with the motiion in Satellitee-framed languuages
Chen andd Guo (2009)) investigate the position of Mandarin Chinese amoong the langguages in Talmy’s
lexicalizattion pattern. They
T
examineed the Chinesse writers’ naarrative descriiption of the motion. Mandarin
Chinese alllows at least two
t
verbs in oone clause. Onne verb is usedd for the manner while the other is used fo
or the
path (exam
mple 5).
(5) Wǒ pǎo chū lee chúfáng
I run exit PFV
V kitchen
‘I ran out of thhe kitchen.’
The exampple above show
ws that the firsst verb pǎo ‘runn’ reflects the manner whereeas the second verb chū state
es the
path. Typoologically, the Chinese posittion is determiined by the patth status in thee argument strructure. ‘If the path
verb is thee main verb, thhe Chinese shhould fall into Talmy’s classs of V-languagges. If the pathh verb is a sattellite
element annd the mannerr verb is the m
main verb, Chhinese should be consideredd an S-languagge’ Chen and Guo
(2009, p. 11751). Findinggs of the Chineese writers’ naarration indicaate a unique paattern of narrattion that belon
ngs to
neither typpe of Talmy’s language classsification. Thiis equal force in the linguisttic form has leed Slobin (200
04) to
propose thhat Chinese bellongs to a fram
me namely ‘equuipollent-fram
med’ language.
It appears that the Talmyy’s identificatiion divides thee natural languages neatly. It offers a clearlly cut classification
based on the lexicalizaation of the seemantic primittives in the m
main verb. Hoowever, the diifficulty lies when
w
applying thhis lexicalizatiion system into Arabic. It is because Arabbic looks similaar to Spanish-ttype particularrly as
(1) it doess not encode thhe manner witth the motion for directing tthe goal interppretation, (2) thhe preposition
ns are
inherently locative, and (3) it uses thee path verbs too express bounndary-crossing.. However, thee following section
highlights the inapplicabbility of some of these issuees to Arabic ass is the case w
with its cohorts, such as Spa
anish,
Italian, andd Korean conccerning these isssues.
Arabic finne-grained anallysis shows thhat it has a preeposition ʔɨla ‘to’ which dennotes a directional interpreta
ation.
ʔɨla ‘to’ haas rarely beenn considered eqquivalent to E
English ‘to’. However, prepoositions like ‘innto’ and ‘onto
o’ are
unavailablle in Arabic (F
Folli & Ramchand, 2005). A closer look att the directionaal preposition ʔʔɨla ‘to’ showss that
it is unam
mbiguously direectional. Kablli (2013) provvides evidence supporting thhe present studdy’s conclusio
on on
Saudi Araabic speakers. Also, the dirrectional prepoosition ʔɨla ‘tto’ cannot co--occur with sttative verbs as the
following example from
m Kabli (2013, pp. 65).
(6) * Ʒalast Jawanna ʔɨla albayt
siit-I-Past Jawana to the house
‘JJawana sat to the
t house.’
Although A
Arabic belonggs to Verb-fram
med languages as a Semitic llanguage, it is revealed that A
Arabic encode
es the
manner wiith a motion too denote the gooal interpretatioon like the struuctures in (7):
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(7) a. ŧara alʕuṣfuru ʔɨla alaqafaṣ
fly-PST-3SG the bird to the birdcage
‘The bird flew to the birdcage.’
b. taslala allesu ʔɨla almanzil
sneak-PST-3SG the thief to the house
‘The thief sneaked into/to the house.’
c. zaḥafa aljaişu ʔɨla almadina
march-PST-3SG the soldiers to the city
‘The soldiers marched into/to the city.’
d. Ʒara allaʕbu ʔɨla arḍi-almalʕab
run-PST-3SG the player to ground-of- football pitch
‘The player ran onto the football pitch.’
The question is what licenses the manner to be encoded with the motion in Arabic? Example (7) shows that
manner conflate with motion with the directional prepositions ʔɨla ‘to’ in Arabic. However, Kabli (to appear)
argues that the directional preposition ʔɨla ‘to’ is ambiguous and behaves differently from English ‘to’. It implies
the same meaning of English ‘to’ when it is associated with no boundary-crossing interpretation. Thus, it allows
the conflation of the manner with the motion (7a and c). It denotes the interpretation of ‘into’ or ‘onto’ when it
involves boundary-crossing (7b, c, and d). Due to the absence of these prepositions, Arabic adopts different
means to express boundary-crossing. English and Arabic primary difference is the inability of Arabic to encode
the manner with the motion when it comes to boundary-crossing event. However, Arabic allows expressing
manners as a complement (example 8). Such construction is not ungrammatical in English (Note 2).
(8) ðahba alʕuṣfuru ʔɨla alaqafaṣ ŧaʔɨran
go- PST-3SG the bird to the birdcage flying
‘The bird went into the birdcage flying’.
Arabic allows another type of conflation, along with the lexicalization pattern. This is the conflation of the
motion with the path in the verb root leaving manner to be expressed optionally as a complement (example 9).
(9) daxla alwaledu almanzil (jarian)
Enter-I-PAST the boy the house (running)
‘The boy entered the house (running)’
The expression of manner separately from motion in Arabic is due to the notion of the boundary-crossing.
Arabic allows expressing manner as a complement when the event involves displacement from one position to
another. Özçalişkan (2013) investigates if the boundary-crossing constraint can be held responsible for the
cross-linguistic differences. First, she examines if the Turkish speakers express path verbs in the free description
of the boundary-crossing event, as is the case in their L1. Then, she imposed manner verbs when describing the
event. She concludes that the boundary-crossing acts as a reliable test to determine the typology of any given
language.
Kabli (2013) investigates the motion event with the element of boundary-crossing, such as John went into the
room running. She finds that their L1 still constrained Saudi speakers at the advanced and the intermediate
stages of development. Both Saudi groups accepted the construction as an appropriate construction depicting
boundary-crossing in English. This highlights that the argument structure is persistent in the acquisition due to
the absence of the directional prepositions that involve boundary-crossing meanings in the L1. Iacobini and
Vergaro (2014) examine a corpus study of manner-of-motion verbs in Italian. It shows that manner verbs are
used equally in describing the motion event regardless of the presence or absence of the boundary-crossing
specification.
As is the case in Arabic, Son (2009) examines Hebrew which belongs to Verb-framed languages and falls under
the Semitic languages. She observes that Hebrew has two prepositions el and le that is equivalent to the English
‘to.’ They are used as directional prepositions and cannot co-occur with the stative verbs. Examples included are
from Son (2007, p. 153) (Example 10).
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(10) *yoni haya {el ha-/la-} xeder
Yoni was All the/DAT.DEF-room
‘John was to the room.’
The Hebrew speakers use manner-of-motion verbs for directional goal interpretation (Son, 2009, p. 139).
(11) a. David {rac/zaxal} {la-xeder/ el ha-xeder}
David ran/crawled DAT.DEF-room All the-room
‘David ran/crawled to the room.’
b. Ha-bakbuk caf {la-me’ara/ el ha-me’ara}
The-bottle floated DAT.DEF-room All the-cave
‘The bottle floated (in) to the cave.’
Indonesian is very similar typologically to Arabic and Hebrew. Son (2007) shows that the manner is encoded
with motion and co-occur with the directional preposition ke ‘to’ for directional goal interpretation (example,
12).
(12)
a.

Intransitive Directed Motion
John berlari/berjalan/merangkak ke dalam ruangan
John ran/walked/crawled to inside room
‘John ran/walked/crawled into the room.’

b.

Caused Directed Motion
John mendorong gerobak itu ke took
John pushed cart the to store
‘John pushed the cart to the store.’

It is plausible to assume that Arabic has two ways to express the boundary-crossing event. One is to use the
directional preposition ‘to’ that is associated with the boundary-crossing interpretation and expressing manner as
a complement. The other way is to conflate the manner with motion with directional preposition ʔɨla, which
leads to an ambiguous interpretation. The third type is to conflate the motion with the verb root path, which lies
outside the study scope.
The present work explores the issue of the first language and the role of proficiency in the acquisition of
manner-of-motion verbs with the directional preposition ‘to’ by L1 Saudi speakers at two phases of development.
It is mostly concerned as to why Arabic encodes the manner with the motion, besides, to express the manner as a
complement. It is assumed that since the Arabic ‘to’ allow two interpretations, the low level of proficiency Saudi
speakers, unlike English, typically will transfer their L1 property in their acquisition of L2 construction. They
will accept English ‘to’ as denoting both boundary-crossing and no boundary-crossing interpretations. Likewise,
the L1 effect will appear in expressing manner as a complement. Both groups of Saudi speakers will allow
manner separately from motion in the event of denoting boundary-crossing. However, it seems that proficiency
will play a negative role in the acquisition of the relevant construction.
Since Arabic allows the two types of conflations, both groups of Saudi speakers will likely to conflate manner
with motion and express manner as a complement for boundary-crossing as a proper description of the event in
English. In contrast, Saudi speakers will conflate manner with motion, but not express manner separately from
motion in the event without boundary-crossing since this structure, as typically realized in Saudi Arabic.
In light of the above predictions, the present study aims to address the following research questions:
Q1: If L1 plays a role in the acquisition of L2 argument structures, will the intermediate Saudi group
accept ‘to’ with an event depicting boundary-crossing the same as without boundary-crossing like their L1
and unlike English as are in the following cases:
a. The man climbed to the tree house (i.e., into the tree house)
b. The man climbed to the tree house (i.e., to the tree house)
Q2: Will both groups of Saudi speakers accept expressing manner as a complement with ‘to’ in the event
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depicting boundary-crossing?
a. The boy went to the castle sliding
Q3: If Arabic allows the conflation of the manner with the motion as well as expressing the manner as a
complement, will Saudi groups:
a. Accept both the conflation of the manner with the motion in addition to expressing manner as a complement in
the event involves boundary-crossing as in their L1?
a. The boy slid to the castle
b. The boy went to the castle sliding
b. Accept the conflation of the manner with the motion rather than expressing the manner as a complement in the
event does not involve boundary-crossing?
a. The bird flew to the cage
Q4. If proficiency plays a role in the acquisition of manner-of-motion to goal construction, will advanced
Saudi group disallow ‘to’ with boundary-crossing event and disallow to express the manner as a
complement in the event with boundary-crossing, as follows?
a. The man swam to the cage

(+boundary-crossing event)

b. The man went to the cave swimming

(+boundary-crossing event)

2. Methodology
2.1 Study Design
A mixed study design is adopted as it presents the data in the statistical form while providing a comprehensive
analysis of the findings. The focus group approach was used for assessing the lexical difference between the two
languages. Moreover, this approach is also instrumental in overcoming that prevail in a specific approach which
facilitates drawing a holistic picture of the research problem.
2.2 Study Participants
An anonymous approach was adopted for performing the study. In it, the participants were recruited by word of
mouth in a Saudi Organization. Three groups were formed, where the control group composed of 15 English
native speakers while the other two groups were of L1 Saudi participants and L2 English participants at two
proficiency levels. There were 16 Saudi speakers at an advanced level of proficiency and 17 Saudi speakers at an
intermediate level. Saudi participants were classified as an intermediate level based on paper and pencil Oxford
Placement Test. However, the advanced proficiency of Saudi participants who were employed at the institute
were enrolled in MA and Ph.D. programs in the USA and the UK. They reported their IELTS and TOFEL test
scores as acceptable for admission in the universities. However, the mean score of IELTS was 7.5 whereas the
mean score of TOEFL (IBT) was 100.5.
2.3 Data Collection
2.3.1 Questionnaire
An Acceptability Judgment Task accompanied with video animation clips examined participants’ responses to
the task items. Participants watched the animation pictures on the screen of the laptop and marked their
responses on the answer sheets. The responses were based on 3-point Likert scales (i.e., 1 acceptable, 2 not sure
and 3 unacceptable). They were requested to select acceptable if the statement describes the motion they saw on
the screen. However, if they found that the animation picture mismatched the statement, unacceptable was to be
selected. If participants were unsure if it was a proper English statement, they select not sure. Manner verbs used
in the task were selected based on Levin’s (1993) English verbs classification. The task was administered
individually to all participants by appointment or during their breaks.
Participants were introduced to two examples of the animation clips at the beginning of the task. The setting of
the animation clips involves describing two situations. The first situation designed as an individual crossed the
boundary to inside another place. There were three choices described in this situation. The first choice involved
the directional preposition ‘to’ with the manner incorporated with the motion in the verb. The second statement
expressed the manner separately from the motion with directional preposition ‘to’ whereas the last choice was a
distractor (example, 13). In contrast, the second situation implies an event without boundary-crossing, i.e., there
was no displacement from one place to another. Again, there were three choices describe the motion event. The
first statement includes the directional preposition ‘to’ with the manner conflated with motion. The second
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situation involves the directional preposition ‘to’ with expressing manner as a complement while the last choice
was a distractor (example, 14). Therefore, there were six animation pictures with boundary-crossing motion
events while the other six pictures were designed without a boundary-crossing motion event. The choices were
24 statements related to the study while the remaining 12 choices were distractors. Also, there were ten
animation clips functioned as fillers.
(13) A. An event involving no B-C animation clip
The boy climbed to the tree house

Acceptable

Not Sure Unacceptable

The boy went to the tree house climbing Acceptable

Not Sure Unacceptable

The boy climbed to the top of the tree house

Acceptable

Not Sure Unacceptable

(14) An event involving B-C animation clip
The boy climbed to the tree house

Acceptable

Not Sure

Unacceptable

The boy went to the tree house climbing Acceptable

Not Sure

Unacceptable

The boy climbed to the top of the tree house

Acceptable

Not Sure

Unacceptable

All animation clips and the choices in the task were ordered randomly. Distractors and fillers were unrelated to
the study and were excluded from the analyses.
2.3.2 Bio-Data
Questions related to participants’ backgrounds, such as age, gender, first language, other languages they speak,
the type of instruction they received, etc. are attached to the questionnaire. Also, participants’ consent was
obtained by marking the bottom page of the bio-data.
2.4 Study Procedure
The administration of the task began by requesting participants to fill out the questions related to their
background and sign the consent form. Participants were informed verbally as well as in the consent form that
they have the right to withdraw from the study at any stage of administration. They were asked to answer all the
choices by selecting one answer only from the scale for each choice. Each participant completed the task
individually with the researcher. They watched the video clips one at a time and marked their judgments on the
provided answer sheets. The researcher acted as a mentor to ensure that all participants did not miss to response
to any choice, besides, to the grantee that participants would not go back to change their responses.
2.5 Data Analysis
IBM SPSS version 21 is used to analyze data after administration. Descriptive statistics of all experiment groups
in the target items are computed. Based on the test of reliability, it appears that the test gives the value of .841.
The test of normal distribution indicates that the p ˃ .05. Therefore, a parametric test is conducted for
determining the significance between the variables. The t-test measures the significant difference between two
independent variables whereas the paired t-test measures two related variables on a single test item. The motion
event is analyzed based on: ‘to’ with the manner-of-motion verbs in the event with boundary-crossing, ‘to’ with
manner-of-motion verbs without boundary-crossing, ‘to’ with path verb ‘go’ in the motion event with
boundary-crossing. Also, it used manner as a complement and ‘to’ with path verb ‘go’ without
boundary-crossing and the manner as a complement.
3. Results
The demographic characteristics of the sample presented that all participants were monolingual and females. The
mean age of the advanced Saudi participants was 35.5 years, whereas, the mean age of the intermediate Saudi
participants was 19.5 years. The mean age of native speakers was 45 years. All Saudi participants were
classroom instructed for about nine years in the state schools. Table 1 presents the Acceptability Judgment Task
results. All items are calculated based on the acceptable tokens supplied by participants. Table 1 presents the
means and the standard deviations of the participants’ acceptable judgments to the target items. It showed that
Saudi participants at the two levels of proficiency accepted the co-occurrence of the directional preposition ‘to’
in the motion event with the boundary-crossing (Advanced Saudi speakers = 50 % – Intermediate Saudi speakers
= 63 %). In contrast, native speakers supply low acceptable judgments (41 %) since the directional preposition
‘into’ should replace ‘to’. No boundary-crossing is found, where all participants scored high acceptable
judgments in this construction as it is the typical realization of their first languages. Both Saudi groups accepted
to conflate manner with motion with ‘to’ in the event with and without boundary-crossing. Since this conflation
pattern is the characteristic of the English language, native speakers supply high judgments in the event without
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boundary-crossing. How
wever, the low judgments off the native grooup in the evennt with bounddary-crossing iss due
to the reason stated abovve.
However, Table 1 show
ws participants’ acceptance inn expressing m
manner as a complement. A
Although all grroups
rated thesee constructionss low, Saudi ggroups scored hhigher acceptaable percentagees than the nattive group with the
boundary-crossing eventt (Advanced S
Saudi speakerss = 43 % – Inntermediate Saaudi speakers = 39 % – Natiive =
19 %). Sim
milarly, Saudi speakers suppplied higher accceptable judgm
ments than nattive speakers inn the event without
boundary-crossing (Advvanced Saudi sppeakers = 42 – Intermediate Saudi speakerrs = 41 % – Naative = 14 %). This
is due to exxpressing mannner as a compplement is a disstinctive featurre of the Arabiic language buut not of Englissh.
Table 1. D
Descriptive stattistics of the paarticipants (all groups)

+ to + bound
dary
+ to - bound
dary
+ to + bound
dary + manner
+ to - bound
dary + manner

Native
%
41
84
19
14

M
Mean
2.46
5.06
1.13
1.00

Advanced
d Saudi
%
Mean
50
3.00
81
4.87
43
2.56
42
2.50

SD
.99
.96
1.188
1.600

SD
D
2.28
1.002
2.27
2.000

Intermediate Saudi
%
Mean
63
3.82
66
3.94
2.35
39
41
2.47

SD
D
1.6
62
1.6
63
1.8
83
1.6
62

3.1 Resultss of ‘to’ with and
a Without Booundary-Crosssing
The resultts of ‘to’ with boundary-croossing event hiighlighted thatt an entity perrforms an actiion and crosse
es the
boundary. The event invvolved a transffer from one pllace to anotherr, such as the bboy slid to (insside) the castle
e. An
inferential statistic comppares the perfoormance of both Saudi groupps to each otheer on the one hand in addition to
comparingg the native sppeakers with tthe Saudi grouups. The indeppendent t-test shows no siggnificant differrence
between A
Advanced Sauddi group and tthe native grouup (t = .854, ddf = 20.744, p = .403, two-ttailed). Howev
ver, a
significantt difference is found betweeen intermediatee group with tthe native grouup (t = 2.798, df = 30, p = .009,
two-tailed)), providing evvidence for prooficiency.
The resultts of ‘to’ withhout boundaryy-crossing dem
monstrated thaat an entity ddoes not perfoorm an action
n that
involves ccrossing the booundary, such as the boy sliid to the castlee. The indepenndent t-test shhows no signifficant
difference between the native
n
group annd the advancee Saudi group as the (t = .5336, df = 29, p = .596, two-tailed).
However, a significant difference
d
is foound between the native grooup and the inttermediate grooup (t = 2.328, df =
30, p = .0027, two-tailedd). The figuree below preseents a visual ccomparison beetween groupss on ‘to’ with
h and
without booundary-crossiing events for aall groups.

Figure 3. The performannce of all grouups on ‘to’ withh and without bboundary-crosssing
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The comparison of the group’s
g
perforrmances showed that for thee ‘to’ with andd without bounndary-crossing
g, the
paired t-teest indicates a significant diffference betweeen the two connstructions in natives’ perfoormance (t = 9.539,
df = 14, p = .000, two-tailed). Likew
wise, a significcant differencee is found in thhe performancce of the adva
anced
Saudi grouup in the relevvant constructiions (t = 4.118, df = 15, p = .001, two-taailed). Howeveer, the paired t-test
shows no significant diffference in the performance of the intermeediate Saudi grroup (t = .226,, df = 16, p = .824,
two-tailed)).
3.2 The Reesult of ‘to’ with and Withouut Boundary-Crrossing and M
Manner as a Coomplement
In this type of constructiion, it involves expressing m
manner as a coomplement in aan event portraaying displacement
from one place to anothher, such as thhe boy went too (inside) the castle sliding.. The independdent t-test sho
ows a
significantt difference between
b
nativve group and the advanceed Saudi grouup in expresssing manner as a
complemeent with ‘to’ (tt = 2.209, df = 22.884, p = ..037, two-taileed). Similarly, a significant ddifference is found
f
between thhe native groupp and the interrmediate Saudii group (t = 2.2257, df = 27.6665, p = .032, tw
wo-tailed).
Paired t-teest result indiccates no signifficant differennce in the perfformance of thhe advanced S
Saudi group in
n the
given consstructions (t = .940, df = 15, p = .362, tw
wo-tailed). In coontrast, a signnificant difference is found in the
performannce of the natiive group (t = 2.870, df = 114, p = .012, two-tailed) annd intermediatee Saudi group
p (t =
2.742, df = 16, p = .014, two-tailed) (F
Figure 4).

Participants’ juudgments on thhe conflation oof the manner w
with the motioon in comparisson with expresssing
Figure 4. P
thee manner as a complement inn the event invvolves boundarry-crossing
c
a siggnificant differrence in the pperformance off the advancedd Saudi group
p (t =
Similarly, paired t-test confirms
mance of the iintermediate Saudi group (t = 2.553, df = 16, p
4.344, df = 15, p = .001, two-tailed) aand the perform
= .021, twoo-tailed) as weell as the nativve group (t = 7..313, df = 14, p = .000, two-ttailed).
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Figure 5. P
Participants’ juudgments on thhe conflation oof the manner w
with the motioon in comparisson with expresssing
thhe manner as a complement iin the event wiithout boundarry-crossing
4. Discusssion
The resultts present eviddence that Araabic licenses thhe directional preposition ʔʔɨla ‘to’ to co--occur with motion
verbs to ggive rise to diirectional goall interpretationn whether witth or without boundary-crosssing. Besidess, the
results proove that ʔɨla ‘too’ is an ambiguuous directionnal preposition.. Concerning cconflation patteerns, Arabic alllows
both encodding the mannner with the m
motion and exxpressing the m
manner as a ccomplement inn the motion event
e
entails bouundary-crossinng. However, in the motionn event whichh is absent off the boundarry-crossing, Arabic
allows enccoding the mannner with motiion only.
It evaluatees whether L1 plays a role inn the acquisitioon of English ‘to’ with mannner-of-motion vverbs in the motion
event withh and without boundary-cros
b
ssing, such as T
The man climbbed to the treee house vs. Thee man climbed
d into
the tree hoouse. The preliminary resultt indicates thatt the Saudi inttermediate leveel of proficienncy accepts En
nglish
‘to’ with aand without booundary-crossiing, as is the ccase in their L
L1. Similarly, K
Kabli (n.d.) shhows that the Saudi
S
students inn the experimeent and the coontrol groups at an intermeddiate level of proficiency raated the directtional
prepositionn ‘to’ as denooting both bouundary-crossinng interpretatioons and no booundary-crossiing meaning in
n the
pretest. Thhis outcome iss in line with tthe inferential statistics. Thee paired t-test shows a signifficant differen
nce in
the judgm
ments of the native and tthe advancedd Saudi groupps in the ratting of ‘to’ with and without
boundary-crossing as deenting the samee interpretationn. Since ‘to’ inn Arabic has thhe same interppretation of En
nglish
‘into’ as w
well as Englishh ‘to’, an insignificant diffeerence in the jjudgment of thhe intermediatte on ‘to’ with
h and
without booundary-crossiing is found. The intermediiate level participants treat English ‘to’ aas it is in theirr L1.
Bodean-V
Vozian and Cinncilei’s (2015) study corroboorates the findiings when asseessing Talmy’s seminal worrk for
the Spanissh, French and Italian languaages.
The indeppendent t-test shows a signiificant differennce in the perrformance of the Saudi inteermediate grou
up in
comparisoon with the nattive group in thhe event with ‘to’ and boundary-crossing.. The results w
were expected since
‘to’ in Ennglish does nott imply the innterpretation oof ‘into’. Thereefore, the natiive group ratees this construction
differentlyy from the inteermediate Sauddi speakers. C
Consequently, tthis is anotherr clear evidencce of L1 influence.
Surprisinggly, a significannt difference iis found in thee two groups (tthe intermediaate and the nattive) with the event
e
without booundary-crossiing.
It is anticippated that the intermediate S
Saudi group shhould transfer L1 grammar too L2 given thee availability of
o the
constructioon in both thee languages annd where suchh a significantt should be abbsent. Howeveer, the preliminary
results inddicate that thee intermediate group rated both interprettations as the same—repeatted once again. In
contrast, tthe native grooup rejected ‘tto’ to denote boundary-crosssing interprettation in compparison to without
boundary-crossing. Thuus, both groupps accepted ‘tto’ without booundary-crossiing. However, the native group
g
favors thiss construction far more than without bounddary-crossing as in their L1 causes a significant differen
nce to
exist.
The resultt also confirm
med that the advanced Sauudi speakers acquire the L
L2 grammar with an incre
eased
proficiencyy level and disallow ‘to’ in the boundary--crossing evennt. The independent t-test shhows no signifficant
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difference between the advanced Saudi speakers and the native group in the acquisition of ‘to’ with
boundary-crossing. Such an insignificant difference is absent between the intermediate level Saudi speakers and
the native group as it is pointed out in the above section. To summarize, the results support the claim that L2
speakers transfer the property of the L1 while acquiring L2 grammar at the onset of the development. However,
the influence of the first language is resolved due to an increase in proficiency level and exposure to the input.
Concerning the result of ‘to’ and expressing manner as a complement, the second research question aims to
examine if both groups of Saudi speakers accept to express the manner as a complement with the
boundary-crossing event. The study findings reveal significant differences between the intermediate level of
proficiency Saudi speakers and the native group and also between the advanced Saudi speakers and the group.
This result is due to the manner as a complement is impossible in English. However, it is possible in Arabic
when it involves boundary-crossing. This concludes that both Saudi groups accept expressing the manner as a
complement. As a result, proficiency insignificantly effects acquiring this property because the statistics reveal
no significant difference between the judgment of intermediate and advance Saudi groups. Similarly, a study by
Kabli (2013) shows that the advanced and the intermediate Saudi speakers persistently accepted the manner as a
complement in construction such as The lady went into the room running, unlike the English and German native
speakers who rejected this construction. In her study, the descriptive statistics showed that the intermediate Saudi
rated this construction as 65% while the advanced Saudi speakers scored 66%. In English and German where
this construction is impossible, both German and English rated this construction as 25% and 32%, respectively.
The research seeks whether both Saudi groups accept the conflation of the manner with the motion as well as
expressing the manner as a complement in the event involving boundary-crossing. The paired t-test reveals no
significant difference in the performance of advanced Saudi speakers. They rated both constructions as an
acceptable judgment of the event. However, advanced Saudi speakers started to recognize that ‘to’ is
unacceptable with the boundary-crossing event due to an increase in proficiency, unlike the intermediate Saudi
learners who accept this construction as 63%. Therefore, their judgments are lower than the intermediate Saudi
speakers who are still constrained by their L1 in this stage of development as indicated by the preliminary result.
Surprisingly, the performance of the intermediate Saudi speakers resembles that of the native speakers in the
inferential statistics. The significant difference in both constructions stems from the fact that the native speakers
generally accept the conflation of the manner with the motion regardless of the presence or absence of the
boundary-crossing. Simultaneously, expressing manner as a complement is unavailable in English. As a result, a
significant difference has risen. The question brought up is why the intermediate Saudi speakers’ performance is
dissimilar to that of the advanced Saudi speakers although both constructions are possible in Arabic. Upon
interviewing some intermediate speakers later, Saudi speakers expressed difficulty to pronounce the sentence
when manner as a complement in Arabic. For example, they find it easier to say in Arabic Sara ran to the room
or Sara entered the room rather than Sara went to the room running. Therefore, they were more likely to accept
the conflation of manner with motion than to express manner as a complement as is the result of the descriptive
statistics revealed (63% vs. 39%). Slobin (2006) comes up with the concepts of heavier construction and the
most common expression. He explains that the Satellite-frame languages usually prefer to select linguistically
common expression. Therefore, he finds speakers of Dutch, German and English prefer to conflate manner with
motion as the most common expression. ‘In order to add manner to the perspective, [these] speakers … face the
same processing problem as speakers of verb-framed languages: they would require a heavier construction, such
as ‘come flying out’’ (Slobin, 2006, p. 10). Saudi students likely favor the conflation of manner with the motion
more than expressing manner as a complement because of the influence of heavy construction in communication.
A plausible alternative account is addressed by McCawley (1978).
He introduces the concept of less linguistic effort in speakers’ utterances. McCawley explains that the adjective
pale can occur with many colors, such as pale green, pale blue, pale yellow. Colors, such as red, black, white are
unlikely to co-occur with pale. The reason for lacking this combination is due to the existence of an alternative
expression as mentioned by Householder (1971). He explains that the common expression of pale red in a single
lexical item is pink. Thus, speakers prefer to use less linguistic effort when they say pink rather than pale red. In
a similar vein, Levin and Rappaport Hovav state that ‘Empirical studies show that information about manner is
often omitted in descriptions of directed motion events with path verbs (Slobin, 1996b, pp. 212–213; see also
Papafragou et al., 2006 on Greek). Expressions of the manner in PP and adverbial phrases are often considered
heavy or unnatural (Talmy, 1973, p. 71), Levin and Rappaport Hovav (2015, p. 7). Since the conflation of the
manner with the motion and the expression of the manner as a complement are available in Arabic, Saudi
students acquire the habit to use the less linguistic effort of the conflation pattern in communication.
Intermediate Saudi speakers would likely change this habit in writing. Thus, this observation opens the doorway
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for further investigation in the future. the L1 influence continues at the advanced stage of development. The
advanced Saudi speakers accept the same pattern of their L1 in acquiring manner argument structure. The
outcome of the study is consistent with Stringer (2012) which supports that syntax of motion events for the L2
acquisition is associated with that of the lexicon.
The result shows a significant difference in the performance of all groups. The significant difference in the
native group is a result of accepting the conflation of motion with the manner and rejecting the manner as a
complement. Similarly, the Saudi groups accept the conflation of the manner with the motion and reject the
manner as a complement because the event does not involve boundary-crossing as is the case in their L1. Also,
this study proves that the element of crossing-boundary is an accurate test to distinguish languages within the
typology, as proposed by Özçalişkan, (2013).
It may be worth noting that the limitation of this study lies in using one type of describing the boundary-crossing
event in which the manner is expressed as a complement. It is better if the task included the other types of
expressing boundary-crossing by using path verbs, such as enter, cross, arrive, ascend. By doing so, it would
provide a solid background to test the degree of the preferred style of Saudi speakers in expressing
boundary-crossing in the motion event. It hints that expressing the manner as a complement might be optional
with path verbs. Therefore, it was desirable to add a choice that excludes the manner from path verbs
construction to examine the performance of Saudi speakers in this form of construction. These limitations can
shed light on further future research in the argument of the manner-of-motion to goal constructions.
5. Conclusion
This study investigates the influence of the L1 and proficiency in acquiring English manner-of-motion to goal
argument structures. It answers the reason that Arabic encodes the manner with the motion in the main verb, in
addition to expressing the manner as a complement. It supports that the L2 learners transfer the property of the
L1 at an early stage of development. However, L2 learners show that they can overcome the L1 influence easily
with an increase in proficiency, such as expressing ‘to’ with an event depicting boundary-crossing. Other
constructions remain persistent in acquisition even with an increase of proficiency level, such as expressing the
manner separately from the motion.
It has been acknowledged previously that the intermediate Saudi speakers acquired the habit to use the less
linguistic effort of conflation patterns in communication. It is recommended for future studies to investigate if
Saudi speakers maintain this habit in writing as well. Arab speakers usually use elaborate constructions in
writing. Therefore, it is recommended to design a task based on describing the pictures in Arabic words. If it
proves that Saudi speakers embrace this pattern of expression in writing, then it will be possible to say that the
Arabic language has been changed over history, especially that the conflation form of less linguistic effort does
exist in Arabic.
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Notes
Note 1. In fact, Talmy (1985) proposes three types of conflations. However, the third type is not included in the
study as it differs from the current study.
Note 2. Some English native speakers report that this construction is available in English, but it is rarely used.
Others believe that adding a prior comma manner will make it a proper English construction.
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